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Your Name Role at your 
company

Comfort with GA
(1-5)

Your hosts: 

Smriti
Analytical Lead

Lauren
Analytical Lead
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Today’s Agenda

The Evolution of Marketing

Developing a Measurement Plan

Google Analytics 101 

Understanding GA Reports + Live Demo

Resources 

Q&A
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The Evolution of Marketing



Over one decade ago, digital advertising was all about efficiency

Advertising
(Traditional Search)

2006

User Experience
(Mobile)

In 2011, we became more dependent on user experience

2011

Measurement
(for Growth)

Welcome to 2019. The year of the measurement revolution!

2019



What if?

Measurement
(for Growth)

2006

User Experience 
(Mobile)

2011

Better Advertising
(Modern Search)

2018
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Marketers are challenged by disparate data sources

Source: ¹ Econsultancy, September 2016; ² Forrester Consulting, June 2017

42%

of US B2C marketers had 
challenges working 

across internal silos.²

51% 30%

 of client-side marketers worldwide 
used non-connected technologies 

to manage data for different 
channels.¹ 

of US B2C marketers reported 
difficulty integrating their 

advertising, marketing and 
customer data ²
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Developing a Measurement Plan
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Everybody is a genius. 
But if you judge a fish 
by its ability to climb a 
tree, it will live its whole 
life believing that it is 
stupid.
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Everyone has digital measurement challenges they feel…  

Performance 
Measurement 

(Conversions, Attribution)

Digital Analytics 
(Attribution, MTA)

Incrementality
(Sales Lift)

Brand Measurement 
(MMM, Brand Lift, Reach)

Market Research
(B2B, Upfronts)

Creative 
Effectiveness

(A/B Testing)

Insights
(Audience Trends)

Data Integration 
(Data Transfer, Logs)

TV/X-Media Ratings 
(Sales, Programming)

Industry Research
(ARF, IAB,CIMM)

Audience Science
(Audience Building)

Strategic Planning
(Budgets, X-Media)

“There are so many 
different solutions. How 

do they fit together?”

“We only need to track 
our performance metrics”

“How do I show my boss 
that X is working?”
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Research that…
based on predefined outcome goals

guides strategy for creative design/choice 

Research that…
proves an advertiser 

got what they paid for (eyeballs)

Research that…
asks how media run 

impacted the advertiser’s business

DELIVERY/
VERIFICATION OUTCOME

CREATIVE 
EFFECTIVENESS

Framing measurement into key types clarifies the 
challenge
Once we understand what “kind” of measurement challenge we’re faced with, we can better diagnose and create a plan which tackles the problem
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Measurement types are really just examining different 
components of media

ROI IS A SINGLE OUTCOME COMBINING 
CREATIVE EFFECTIVENESS & MEDIA DELIVERY

ActionContextFrequency TargetingAd Format

Creative Drivers Delivery Drivers

Creative 
Effect. Reach

Outcome

+ =
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Our companies are NOT in the business of just 

buying/selling media. 

Our companies are NOT in the business of just marketing. 

What is their purpose?  What do they DO?

Start with the Business Objectives...
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1. Identify business objectives

2. List out strategies and tactics

3. Choose key performance indicators (KPIs) for each

4. Identify the important segments

5. Select targets for each KPI

Components in a measurement plan
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Measurement Plan Template (CPG Company)
Business Objective

K
PI

s
T

ac
ti

cs
Se

gm
en

ts

Strategies:
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Use your worksheet to create a 
quick measurement plan 

Feel free to ask the facilitators 
for assistance

10 Minutes
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Business Objective:  Grow household penetration by 20% and be recognized as a thought leader in CPG 
industry

Strategies:           Grow Household Penetration          Educate everyone 

Ta
ct

ic
s

Increase 
Units Sold

Acquire New 
Customers

Drive engagement 
with content

K
PI

s

Purchase 
Frequency

New Customers 
Purchase 
Amount

Conversion: 
viewed content

Conversion: 
downloaded whitepaper

Se
gm

en
ts Acquisition Channel

New vs Existing customers

High Lifetime Value vs Low Lifetime Value

Example Measurement Plan (CPG Company)
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How does Google Analytics fit in?

Foundational Google Analytics knowledge will enable you to truly 
understand customer behavior and use it to supercharge your business

Ensure you have a clean 
and useful measurement 

source of truth

Identify your best 
customers and enhance 

their user experience

Integrate your data to 
make better business 

decisions and take action

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ctqGLSGFUEtBxmAsv2KSecRQ0A1jG9ut
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ATatbRWLXXWC2OPCbv4ZzFuc1Snk3SIh
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Lz06di_CMVOiT0uXhSIwjyFja3qsnWkI
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Google Analytics 101
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● Why Google Analytics?

● Peek behind the curtain

● Fundamental building blocks

Google Analytics
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Use Google Analytics to optimize digital activities to 
your business objectives

UI/UXConversions Website
Analytics

AttributionAudience

Google Analytics helps you understand the customer journey. It provides the tools you need to 
gain intelligent insight into your data and take action on those insights so you can drive results 

for your business. 
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GA UI API

Data made available in the user 
interface or through the API5

First-party GA cookie is read from, 
and/or written to the browser by the 
javascript code

2bThe GA javascript 
begins to fire2a

 _trackEvent(category, action, opt_label,opt
    _value,opt_noninteraction) _gaq.push ([‘
       trackEvent', 'name', 'label', value,true]); 
          trackEvent(category, action, opt_lab
           el, opt_value,opt_noninteraction)_ga
              q.push (['_trackEvent', 'name', 'lab
                 el‘,value, true]);trackEvent(categ
                    ory, action, opt_label,opt_value
                      opt_noninteraction)_gaq.push 
                         (['_trackEvent', 'name', 'lab
                           el', value, true]);trackEven
                              t(category, action, opt_la

Data is sent to 
Google’s servers3

Your Website loads on 
any device1 A hit is created 

and sent to the 
Google servers

2c

Data is processed 
and pre-aggregated4

How Google Analytics Works
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Data is reported through a common set 
of dimensions and metrics

Metrics
A metric is a measurement

Number of sessions

Number of users

Pageviews

Time on site

Dimensions
Dimensions describe attributes

User city or region

Referring traffic source

Browser type

Operating System
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Get more useful insights, 
not just more data

Understand 
users, not just 

sessions

Deliver engaging 
experiences with the 

right people

Google Analytics enables you to...

Smart marketers use data to meet the customer’s 
needs & grow loyalty
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accessible and measurable

Who? 
Audience 

Reports

How? 
Acquisition 

Reports

http://

What? 
Behavior 
Reports

What Value? 
Conversions 

Reports
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From Insight to Activation

Data Signal
An insight that can be 

used for marketing 

Segment
A user group in Google 

Analytics used to 
better understand the 

data

Audience
A user group targeted 
in media campaigns to 

drive a business 
outcome
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Reporting in Google Analytics
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Who

How

What

Value
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Audience Reports: Who are the customers?

Top Reports: 

● Mobile → Overview

● Demographics → Overview

● Geo → Location

Key Insights: 

● % of sessions by device (mobile, tablet, desktop)

● Age and gender of site visitors (inferred from Google data)

● Location of site visitors (based on IP address)

Who
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Acquisition Reports: Where are customers coming from?

Top Report: 

● All Traffic → Channels or Source/Medium

Key Insights: 

● Volume & % of traffic each source brought to your site

● Sources which brought the most new visitors or sales

● Apply segments to any report for additional insight

How
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Behavior Reports: What do the customers do?

Top Report: 

● Site Content→ Landing Pages or All Pages (navigation view)

Key Insights: 

● Content bringing visitors to your site

● Which pages are viewed most

● How visitors move through your site

● Evaluate bounce rates for different pages

○ Bounce rate is contextual 
(i.e. it will naturally be high on a blog page)

What
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Conversions: How are site visitors converting?

Top Reports: 

● Multi-Channel Funnels→ Top Conversion Paths

● Multi-Channel Funnels→ Path Length or Time Lag

Key Insights: 

● Stitch together multiple visitor sessions to understand 
patient journey across digital media

● Avg # of touchpoints & length of time before converting

● Evaluate the role of each channel in driving conversions

Value
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What is a Goal in Google Analytics?

Engagement Leads Sign-Ups Downloads Video Views

Value
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Remember: Always Start at the Company’s goal

Maximize 
Existing 

Customers

Acquire 
New 

Customers

Use cases
● Users who provided additional information
● Users who took an action on the site
● Users who watched the video content on 

the site

Use cases
● Users who viewed multiple pages on the site
● Users who spent more time on the site
● Users who compared different product 

solutions
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Wrap Up
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Think back to your Business Objectives

(Hint: Look at your Measurement Plan)

What does business 
success look like in Q1? 

Across 2019?
Which customers would 

best help you achieve 
those objectives?

What defines 
them?

How do those 
customers interact 

with your site?
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Key Takeaways

Align Marketing to 
Business Outcomes

● Be there
● People expect assistance 

everywhere
● Critical to measure and 

understand impact of media 
touchpoints on consumer 
journey

Stop Marketing to the 
Average

● Be useful
● People respond to brands 

that understand their needs
● Optimize media for 

relevance to consumer and 
lifetime value for brand

Experience is Everything
● Success = fast and 

frictionless experiences to 
consumers

● Time to invest in mobile 
experiences and machine 
learning strategies 
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Google Analytics Academy:

- Courses for Beginners / Advanced / 

Power Users and GA360

Google Analytics Demo Account

Google Analytics Help Centre

Google Analytics Youtube Channel

GA Individual Qualification Exam (GAIQ)

Resources

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/academy/
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6367342
https://support.google.com/analytics/#topic=3544906
https://www.youtube.com/user/googleanalytics
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/6089828?hl=en
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Questions?


